BACKGROUND
The NWCG Training Branch was established in 2011 and has been assigned stewardship for all training courses within the NWCG curriculum. In the past, course designators (i.e., RX-xxx, S-xxx, FI-xxx) have been assigned to courses within the NWCG curriculum referenced by a specific position within the PMS 310-1 Wildland Fire Qualification System Guide. Those courses developed and maintained by NWCG committees but not referenced within the PMS 310-1 have not been given course numbers.

CURRENT STATUS
Due to the nature of many of the above courses, they do not fall under the guidelines of the currently established course designators. In order to track the entire NWCG curriculum and assign proper maintenance responsibility a new designator needs to be created.

RECOMMENDATION
Assign the designator ‘X’ to courses developed and maintained by NWCG committees that are not referenced within the PMS 310-1.

APPROVED / DENIED

SIGNATURE

April 5, 2013
NWCG Training Branch Manager
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cc: Chair, Operations and Workforce Development Committee
IQCS Program Lead
IQS Program Lead